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Abstract

In this article, the author develops new applications of finite group
theory to the theory of interpersonal relationships. The explanatory
value of Z2 symmetry for ‘friend’ and ‘enemy’ relationships is noted.
Analogous applications to interpersonal dynamics when the recently
developed concept of ‘frenemy’ is introduced are explored via study of
Z4 and Z2×Z2 symmetry. This work yields two possible finite models
for friend-enemy-frenemy dynamics, and indicates the existence of a
fourth, as yet undiscovered, interpersonal category.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in interpersonal relations, or, more precisely, in the de-
scription and categorization of such, have introduced a new concept. The
concept of the ‘frenemy’, a hybrid of ‘friend’ and ‘enemy,’ has emerged (see
[1] for a survey). A frenemy is a person who is at base an enemy but is
disguised as a friend, or who is ostensibly a partner in some endeavor but is
really a competitor. This category has been descriptively successful, but it
has become clear that its introduction complicates the logical structure of
the relationships between friends, enemies and frenemies. For example, in
analogy with a similar construction in friend-enemy dynamics we pose the
following

Problem. Is the frenemy of my frenemy my frenemy?

In this paper we explore the use of finite group theory to clarify relation-
ships such as that posed above. In Section 2 we survey background material
on the underlying symmetries of the friend-enemy relationship and provide
a description of these in terms of the group of order two, Z2. In Section 3
we present and prove our main results on friend-enemy-frenemy symmetry,
outlining the use of both Z4 and Z2×Z5 symmetries. Finally in Section 4 we
note that this framework for the friend-enemy-frenemy symmetries implies
the existence of at least one, as yet undiscovered, interpersonal category.
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2 Friend-enemy dynamics and Z2 symmetry

The dynamics of friend-enemy relationships are well-understood, though
their symmetry has never, to the author’s knowledge, been rigorously, math-
ematically described. In this section we will do so.

The starting point for such a description is the well-known maxim “the
enemy of my enemy is my friend.” As it is clear that the relationship of the
third individual to the first ought to be determined via a group structure
applied to the first two individuals, we see that this statement is can be
written

enemy · enemy = friend

where · represents the group operation. The reader will find it easy to guess
that the underlying group structure here is that of the cyclic group with two
elements, Z2. Let X = {friend, enemy} and define a map ψ from X to Z2

by
friend 7→ 1

enemy 7→ −1

where we write Z2 multiplicatively. We then have the following

Theorem 2.1. The map ψ is an isomorphism.

Proof. The proof of this is easily accomplished by a few calculations, the
most interesting of which is the ‘enemy of my enemy’ calculation mentioned
above.

We will call ψ the friend-enemy isomorphism. We note that the dynamics
of this simple relationship admit further consideration via more complicated
models as in the work of Lee, Muncaster and Zinnes [3]. However, the current
author thinks that the simplicity and elegance of the Z2 model recommends
it strongly.

3 Frenemy Homomorphisms

With the introduction of the category ‘frenemy’, an extension of the the
model for these relationships becomes necessary. Such an extension will be
characterized as follows: Let Y = {friend, enemy, frenemy} and let G be
a finite group. A model for the friend-enemy-frenemy system will be a map
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φ from Y to G. We require that any such model respects the friend-enemy
structure in that

φ|X = ψ

i.e., when restricted to the subset {friend, enemy}, φ presents the friend-
enemy relationship discussed in Section 2. The pair (G,φ) will be called a
frenemy structure. We will call φ a frenemy homorphism and say that G
admits a frenemy structure.

Note that this definition immediately implies that φ(friend) = e, where
e is the identity in G. Thus in any frenemy model the friend of my enemy
is my enemy and the friend of my frenemy is my frenemy.

Before calculating explicit frenemy structures we must introduce a notion
of equivalence between frenemy structures:

Definition 3.1. Two frenemy structures (G1, φ1) and (G2, φ2) are called
equivalent if there exists a group homomorphism f mapping G1 to G2 such
that the following diagram commutes:

Y
φ2

  A
AA

AA
AA

A
φ1 // G1

f
��
G2

We now consider candidate groups that could reflect the friend-enemy-
frenemy relationships.

Lemma 3.2. Z3, the cyclic group of order 3, does not admit a frenemy
structure.

Proof. Suppose Z3 did admit such a structure. Then the image of φ|X would
be a Z2 as a subgroup of Z3. No such subgroup exists.

Thus, to realize a frenemy structure, we must work with groups of order
at least four. There are only two candidates of order four: Z4 and the Klein
4-group, Z2 × Z2.

3.1 The Z4 frenemy structure

Write Z4 additively with elements {0, 1, 2, 3}. To realize a frenemy structure
on Z4 we must map friend to the identity, 0, and to make the structure
coherent with the underlying friend-enemy structure we must map enemy to
the only group element of order two, 2. The reader can check that exchang-
ing the elements 1 and 3 is an isomorphism of Z4 so the frenemy structures
mapping frenemy to 1 and to 3 are equivalent. Thus we have proven the
following:
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Theorem 3.3. There is a unique frenemy structure on Z4 given by the
mappings

friend 7→ 0

enemy 7→ 2

frenemy 7→ 1.

3.2 The Z2 × Z2 frenemy structure

For the Klein 4-group Z2 × Z4 with elements {1, i, j, k} we note that all
elements are of order 2, hence enemy may be mapped to any of them. We
also note that any permutation of the symbols i, j and k is an isomorphism
of the group, so again, up to equivalence, there is only one frenemy structure
on Z2 × Z2.

Theorem 3.4. Z2 × Z2 admits a unique frenemy structure defined by

friend 7→ 1

enemy 7→ i

frenemy 7→ k.

4 Applications and further questions

With these two frenemy structures in hand, we can write out Cayley ta-
bles describing all possible friend-enemy-frenemy relationships. For the Z4

frenemy structure we have

Z4 friend frenemy enemy ?
friend friend frenemy enemy ?

frenemy frenemy enemy ? friend
enemy enemy ? friend frenemy

? ? friend frenemy enemy

For the Z2 × Z2 frenemy structure we have

Z2 × Z2 friend frenemy enemy ?
friend friend frenemy enemy ?

frenemy frenemy friend ? enemy
enemy enemy ? friend frenemy

? ? enemy frenemy friend

From these tables we can read immediately, in either structure, the an-
swer to Problem 1 above. In fact we can conclude in general,
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Theorem 4.1. The frenemy of my frenemy is not my frenemy.

Proof. As noted above, the identity in any group G admitting a frenemy
structure is identified with friend. By uniqueness of the identity element,
frenemy is not the identity and hence the equation frenemy · frenemy =
frenemy can never hold.

However, the answer to the question “who is the frenemy of my fren-
emy?” depends on the choice of the frenemy structure. In the Z4 frenemy
structure, the frenemy of my frenemy is my enemy; in the Z2 × Z2 struc-
ture, the frenemy of my frenemy is my friend. In fact, the answer to this
question will determine the proper frenemy structure to use for modeling
real-world friend-enemy-frenemy dynamics. An answer to this question in
social dynamics is, however, beyond the purview of this article.

Our work here does suggest one surprising application to the field of in-
terpersonal relationships. Our work strongly suggests that the friend-enemy-
frenemy trichotomy is not complete. In either frenemy structure there is a
group element, denoted by ? above, to which no relationship category has
been assigned. We think that this suggests strongly that there is a fourth
relational category which has not yet been discovered. This is analogous
to the way in which Murray Gell-Mann’s identification of symmetry groups
underlying the structure of the characterization of subatomic particles pre-
dicted the existence of particles not yet discovered (see [2]). Under the
assumption of such a fourth category, the frenemy homomorphisms become
frenemy iomorphisms. The frenemy structures described here give a com-
plete description of the behavior of such a fourth category. For example, in
the Z4 structure the frenemy of my ? is my friend; in the Z2 ×Z2 structure
the enemy of my ? is my frenemy. It is left as a problem for further research
in the social sciences to identify this category. Though this does not seem
likely to the author, we also note that if noncommutativity in interpersonal
relationships could be demonstrated, if it could be shown, e.g., that the fren-
emy of my enemy and the enemy of my frenemy are not the same, the work
here would immediately imply that there are no fewer than six relationship
categories, as the smallest non-abelian group has order six.
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